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introduction 
In October 1933, after being presented with the case for funding a 'through' road between 
Brisbane and the North Coast, Minister of Works Henry Bruce, replied, 'You have 
undoubtedly wonderful country and I am remarkably impressed with it', and offered in-
principle support for state funding of the Great North Coast Road.* Originally designated as 
a 'tourist road', the first section of the Bruce Highway opened in December 1934 - as a 
largely gravel track extending from Rothwell to Eumundi. 
This paper seeks to trace the development of the Bruce Highway during the interwar period. 
It explores the wider context that shaped the origins of the road, including the development 
of the North Coast tourist industry and the evolution of attendant transport arteries that 
emerged in the wake of increasing car ownership. It will outline the central role the Great 
North Coast Road Committee (GNCRC) and other local interests played in agitating for a 
serviceable road link between the North Coast and Brisbane from the 1910s. State 
government support for the road was challenged by the dominance of the railway and by 
Main Roads' emphasis on projects like the Northern Highway that prioritised the interests of 
rural settlers. Despite this competition, the GNCRC successfully lobbied for state assistance 
by highlighting the road's potential to deliver motonng tourists to the North Coast's sea and 
mountain resorts. 
The final section of the paper explores the cultural heritage of the highway landscape. 
Private enterprise responded to the flexibility of car travel by establishing tourist facilities 
along the length of the route, creating a new component of the North Coast tourist economy. 
By providing public roadside amenities, the state government moved beyond pure road 
building objectives, to enhancing journeys for motorists. Remaining roadside features, such 
as service stations, fruit stalls, tree plantings, rest areas, hotels, caravan parks and larger 
attractions like the 'Big Pineapple', provide insights into early travel on the highway and 
demonstrate the changing ways motor tourists have been attracted and catered for since the 
1930s. 
The Sea and Mountain resorts of the North Coast 
The resort charms of the North Coast (today's Sunshine Coast) were established well before 
the arrival of the car. In the later decades of the nineteenth century, coastal land fronting 
* Nambour Chronicle, 20 October 1933, p. 2. 
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calm, shallow stretches of water between Tewantin and Caloundra became popular 
destinations for camping and recreation. By the end of 1888, a weekly Brisbane steamer 
service brought tourists to Caloundra for camping and 'excellent' fishing and shooting.^  In 
1896, the Salvation Army's temperance 'Maroochy Heads encampment' hosted some 200 
local people at the wharf and water reserve on the Maroochy River.® By 1908, Noosa was 
described as 'the favourite seaside resort of Gympieites, as well as many residents of 
Brisbane'."* Although people visited from outside the district, holidaying at the coast was 
largely the domain of locals prior to World War One.® Coastal land sales at Maroochydore 
and Caloundra in the first decade of the 1900s were catalysts for the growth of the tourist 
industry, with beach houses, shops and tourist accommodation houses erected at these 
small settlements. Guesthouses and hotels catered for the affluent tourist at coastal resorts 
and at places like 'Buderim Mountain' and Mapleton and Montville on the Blackall Range. 
The higher altitude of these 'mountain resorts' offered tourists respite from oppressive 
subtropical conditions and opportunities to explore dense rainforests, waterfalls, scenic 
lookouts and local fruit orchards.® 
Getting there: trains, trams, launches and coaches 
In Queensland and elsewhere, government tourist bureaus established in the early twentieth 
century were closely aligned with the passenger carrying activities of state railway 
networks.'' Queensland's Tourist and Intelligence Bureau took an active role in promoting the 
North Coast, 'where health and happiness are enthroned in beauty', and fostered a wider 
awareness of the district's tourist attractions.® After opening in 1891, the North Coast railway 
line between Brisbane and Gympie was the primary means by which most tourists arrived 
from beyond the local area. Towns such as Landsborough and Nambour became transport 
nodes for access to the hinterland and coast. Coach services delivered tourists to resort 
destinations and, from 1909, the Moreton Sugar Mill was mounting seats on cane trams to 
convey passengers from Nambour to Petrie Creek, extending to Bli Bli in 1911. From these 
points, motor launches took passengers to the Cotton Tree jetty, and a later tram service 
^ Brisbane Courier, 27 November 1888, p. 5. 
® Kay Gittins, The Salvation Army Nambour corps, 100 years of service on the Sunshine Coast 1894-
1994, Nambour, Nambour Corps Centenary Committee, 1994, pp. 14-15. 
" Queensland Railways, Tours on the North Coastline, 1908, p. 24. 
® Helen Gregory, Making Maroochy: a history of the land, the people and the shire, Brisbane, 
Boolarong Publications, 1991, p. 83. 
® Peter Spearitt, The 200Km city: from Noosa to the Tweed, Brisbane, The Brisbane Institute, 2004, p. 
3; Gregory, Making Maroochy, pp. 81-96. 
^ Simon Ryan, 'Sublime utility: early tourism propaganda and the Calms-Kuranda railway'. Journal of 
Australian Studies, no. 86, January, 2006, p. 42. 
Queensland Government Tourist and Intelligence Bureau, By mountain and sea: the Queensland 
North Coast, 1928, Brisbane, Queensland Government, p. 1. 
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also ran to Coolum.® From 1915, a new tramway linking Nambour to Mapleton provided a 
scenic journey up the Blackall Range.*® By 1916 William Coulson was transporting boat 
passengers between Yandina and Maroochydore.** 
Early North Coast motoring and initiatives to improve road connectivity 
Like most areas of Queensland, the North Coast's motoring age emerged tentatively in the 
early 1900s, with one of the district's first cars arriving in Nambour in 1910.*^ In this early 
period of motoring, cars were often viewed with disdain, as toys for the well-heeled and 
conspicuous displays of consumption.*® Claude Arundell who railed the first car to Eumundi 
later recalled, 'in that period I certainly wasn't too popular'.*"* Such attitudes towards cars and 
their owners had been a catalyst for the 1905 formation of the Automobile Club of 
Queensland (ACQ) 'to band together for their mutual protection'.*® Royally prefixed from 
1920, the club was instrumental in advocating for road improvements in Queensland and 
played a significant role in the push for the Great North Coast Road. 
Motorists began drawing attention to the issue of inadequate roads between Brisbane and the 
North Coast in the mid-191 Os.The 1868 Brisbane-Gympie road was in poor condition by this 
time, having been neglected following the railway's arrival. In 1915, the Steering l/W7ee/journal 
connected the future growth of seaside resorts to improved roads for motorists. The poor 
condition of 'what is ironically called the Gympie Road' demonstrated the inability of local 
government bodies to fund the construction of through roads between shires.*® The district's 
first motoring group was the Nambour Motorists Association, which sought to improve 
southwards travelling conditions.*'' In 1918, Noosa Shire Council called upon the ACQ to 
assist in opening a 'great northern road', although little seems to have come of the request.*® 
A more co-ordinated effort to improve motoring connectivity between Brisbane and the North 
Coast occurred at Landsborough in 1920. A meeting was held between members of local 
councils and representatives of the ACQ, who hoped to convince councillors to jointly fund a 
Bernice Alcorn and Robin Dunn, Moreton sugar mill: sweet heart of Nambour, Nambour, Moreton 
Central Sugar Mill Company, 1997, p. 85; Gregory, Making Maroochy, pp. 89-91. 
*° Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 73. 
** Alcorn and Dunn, Moreton sugar mill, pp. 46-47. 
*^  Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 87. 
*® John Knott, 'Speed modernity and the motor car: the making of the 1909 Motor Traffic Act \n New 
South Wales', Journal of Australian Historical Studies, vol. 26, issue 103, 1994, p. 229. 
*'* Quoted in Stan Tutt, Sunshine Coast heritage, Sunshine Coast, Discovery Press, 1994 p. 248. 
*® Quoted in Marion Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond: Main Roads - the first 50 
years [electronic resource], Brisbane, Queensland Department of Main Roads, 2005, p. 8, 
downloaded 15 January 2007, http://www.malnroads.qld.gov.au/. 
*® Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 87. 
*'^  Nambour Chronicle, 14 December 1934, p. 2. 
*® Robert Longhurst, The road well travelled: RACQ'S first 100 years, Caringbah, NSW, Playright 
Publishing, 2006, p. 68. 
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Brisbane to Nambour route. While broadly sympathetic to the request, councils were 
unwilling to commit finances to such a project. Club delegates stated they 'did not desire an 
elaborate and expensive track' and 'it was a mistake to believe that the Automobile Club was 
a wealthy concern with unlimited funds'.*® Despite such arguments, the reality was that 
Queensland car ownership at this time was still largely confined to an affluent urban 
demographic. While car ownership expanded rapidly during the interwar period, as late as 
1939 only one in four Australian families owned a car.^ ° With the railway system the principal 
means of transporting local settlers' agricultural produce, council road works concentrated 
on providing railway feeder-roads. A North Coast road catering for motor tourists was 
unlikely to receive funding from councils elected to serve the interests of a predominantly 
rural constituency. 
While substantial government funding was not forthcoming, intrepid motorists were travelling 
on, or at least attempting to traverse, roads between the North Coast and Brisbane, utilising 
sections of the Gympie road and other routes connecting hinterland towns. Early Nambour 
car owner JJ Wilkinson managed to drive to Sandgate, but his family refused to endure the 
return journey, so the car and passengers took the train home from Caboolture. In 1924, the 
RACQ'S Brisbane-Rockhampton motor reliability trial returned via the North Coast, with a 
large group of Palmwoods residents witnessing the convoy passing through the township.^ * 
In 1925, the Sunday Ma/7 published maps with detailed instructions on destinations north of 
Brisbane, including identifying markers and routes to avoid.^ ^ By 1928, RACQ branches had 
been established between Caboolture and Noosa.^ ® 
Lack of government assistance saw the Maroochy Motorists Association (the Maroochy 
RACQ from 1927) turn to privately funded road construction. The range foothills and coastal 
plain separating the Maroochy and Landsborough shires were a key physical impediment to 
motorists in this early period, a notorious 'missing link'.^ '* In 1924 the Association funded an 
inland deviation connecting further south with the Landsborough-Caloundra road, erecting 
finger boards with direction and mileage to Nambour.^ ® Earlier in 1920, the road had been 
improved by the 'private subscriptions of several Nambour motorists'.^ ® 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Nambour Chronicle, 18 June 1920, p. 3. 
John Richardson, A history of Australian travel and tourism, Melbourne, Hospitality Press, 1999, p. 103. 
Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 93; Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 87. 
Royal Automobile Club of Queensland, Sunday Mail motor road guide: maps and speedometer 
charts prepared by the Royal Automobile Club of Queensland and published by arrangement, The 
Sunday Mail, Brisbane, 1925. 
®^ Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 80. 
'^* Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 87. 
®^ Nambour Chronicle, 23 May 1924, p. 9. 
®^ Nambour Chronicle, 18 June 1920, p. 6. 
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The l\/lain Roads Board, improved resort linics and new transport arrangements 
The 1920s were the beginnings of increasing car ownership in Queensland. Between 1921 
and 1923, registered cars more than doubled from 8,000 to 17,000.^'' Such growth increased 
calls for adequate motoring roads in both urban and rural areas. As the Gympie Road 
demonstrated, local councils were largely unable to provide the finances or technical skills to 
respond to challenges posed by increased car use. Throughout Australia, state initiatives to 
improve road networks occurred. In Queensland, this process found its expression through 
the formation of the Main Roads Board in 1920 with experienced Victorian Country Roads 
Board senior engineer, John Kemp, appointed as chairman (later commissioner). The policy 
of the Main Roads Board was to construct roads that operated as feeders to railway 
networks and aided the development of newly settled and existing districts. Co-operative 
funding arrangements occurred with local councils, which largely maintained roads after their 
construction. By the end of 1921 the Main Roads Board was surveying and gazetting main 
roads throughout the state.^ ® 
With cars acting as 'a bathing box on wheels', runs to seaside resorts became an 
increasingly popular activity for motorists, inevitably leading to pressure to improve roads to 
such destinations.^® Anzac Memorial Avenue between Petrie and Redcliffe was an early 
example of Main Roads' involvement in facilitating roads for tourism. The initial push for the 
road was driven by the keen desire of Brisbane motoring groups for 'one good road' from the 
city to a resort.®® Kemp was an early advocate for funding the construction of tourist roads in 
Queensland and aware of their developmental potential. In 1926, Kemp stressed the need 
for roads such as Anzac Avenue that 'open up scenic beauty' and enable a 'change of 
climate'.®* By 1928-29 provision was made in the Main Roads Act for the category of tourist 
roads, although little work was done on declared routes until after 1930.®^ 
The North Coast tourist industry steadily expanded in the 1920s, with councils and local 
progress associations improving camping reserves and other seaside amenities in response 
to their increased use. Cars and buses were emerging as integral and more flexible 
components of the North Coast tourist transport network, quickly supplanting earlier 
^^ Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond, p. 16. 
®^ Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond, p. 15; Judith Nissen, Contextual history of roads 
& bridges in Queensland, Report for Environmental Protection Agency, Brisbane, 2008, pp. 48-52; 
Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 85. 
^^  Jane Lennon, 'Tracking through the cultural landscape'. Historic Environment, vol. 20, no. 1, 
September 2007, p. 9. 
®° Men/ Ewart and Pat Fairhill, The story of Anzac Memorial Avenue, Strathpine, Pine Rivers Shire 
Council, 1993, p. 2. 
®* '5**^  Annual Report of the Commissioner of Main Roads', Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 
Session of 1926, vol. 2, p. 1257. 
®^  Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, p. 58. 
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arrangements. By 1925, 'Nugget' Evans' Motor Service took passengers from Palmwoods to 
Maroochydore, H Axe of Nambour offered 'special trips to all tourist resorts', and vehicles 
could be hired by tourists at Yandina and Mapleton.®® The opening of the Maroochy to 
Nambour road had by 1929 spelt the demise of the unique tram and boat combination to 
Maroochydore.®'* 
During its first decade, a number of key connecting routes were built by Main Roads on the 
North Coast. On the Blackall Range, the 1921 road to Maleny from Landsborough was 
among the first main roads in the state and a new route between Palmwoods and Montville 
opened in 1929.®® Coastal main roads included the Tewantin-Cooroy, Coolum-Yandina, 
Maroochydore-Nambour and Caloundra-Landsborough links, mostly upgrades of existing 
routes.®® The gazettal of Mooloolah-Forest Glen road in 1931 was an important 
development, replacing the earlier 'missing link' deviation between the Maroochy and 
Landsborough shires.®'' The building of bridges over Lakes Doonella and Weyba, privately 
funded by developer TJ Burke in exchange for land at Sunshine Beach, was another 
significant development, providing motorists with access to Noosa Heads. The Gympie 
Times reported 700 cars, buses and trucks at their official opening in October 1929.®® 
'The immediate necessity for a through road': the woric of the Great North Coast Road 
Committee 
The formation of the Great North Coast Road Committee (GNCRC) in July 1928 signalled 
the beginning of a concerted and co-operative effort to construct a connecting road through 
the district. Following a suggestion by the newly formed Maleny-Landsborough RACQ, 
Landsborough Shire Council convened a meeting with delegates from local councils, RACQ 
branches and the Caloundra Progress Association in attendance. Discussion centred on 
defining a single route and outlining the varying amounts councils were spending, or 
intending to spend, in their shires. Delegates decided on a route that largely ran parallel to 
the railway between Caboolture and Landsborough, but which further north, involved various 
deviations between townships north to Eumundi.®® 
®® Queensland Government Tourist and Intelligence Bureau, From Noosa to the Tweed, 5*'' ed., 
Brisbane, Queensland Government, 1925, pp. 24-47. 
®'* Berenice Alcorn, The Maroochy River and its people, Maroochydore, Maroochy River Catchment 
Area Network, 1994, p. 48. 
®® Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, p. 52; Souvenir opening of Montville-
Palmwoods Road, June, 1929. 
®® Gregory, Making Maroochy, p. 91. 
®' Queensland Government Gazette, 1931, p. 2050. 38 Gympie Times, 21 October 1929, p. 9. 
®® Shire of Landsborough, Minutes of ordinary meeting, 18 June, 1928; Nambour Chronicle 6 Julv 
1928, p. 8. ' 
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Following the meeting, newly elected secretary, Herbert Layt, circulated a letter to delegates 
outlining the aim of the committee: 
The unanimous opinion as to the Immediate necessity for a through road between 
Redcliffe Road [Anzac Avenue] and a point a little north of Eumundi, being made a road 
trafficable In all weathers by repairs to worst sections and subsequent maintenance, 
preferably by road making plant, where practicable.'*° 
Initially, the GNCRC chose not to seek state funding, with responsibility for construction and 
funding a joint endeavour between councils and the RACQ. Chairman John Grigor argued 
the committee should not wait for Main Roads assistance to make a trafficable route, 
echoing the views of Maroochy Councillor J McNab who thought 'the wheels in this 
connection turned too slow'."** The GNCRC did lobby local federal members for assistance, 
but were advised to direct their energies towards the state, as they controlled decisions on 
partly federal funded roads.'*^ Federal involvement in Queensland roads commenced in 
1922, with funding allocated to joint road schemes. Similar to Main Roads' polices, such 
roads were required to be developmental in nature and not in competition with railways.'*® A 
'Beerburrum-Coast' route was allocated £5,750, but this amount was ineffective in creating 
any lasting improvements.'*'* 
The GNCRC were well aware that lobbying the state government for funding was 
inhibited by the rail line. At a 1929 meeting, RACQ state secretary, AE Jones, stated the 
government policy that roads were not to compete with rail, 'killed all proposals for the North 
Coast Road'. Local MLA R Warren told the meeting road funding allocation was not 
controlled by the Main Roads Commissioner, whose priorities still lay in building roads as 
railway feeders, or where rail did not exist."*® While these policies remained in place, the 
GNCRC were unlikely to receive support from Main Roads, with the challenges of road 
funding remaining a local responsibility. 
Between 1928 and 1933 just over £500 was raised by the GNCRC for allocation to road 
works on the route. While RACQ branches provided most of the funding, private donations 
were also received and local civic groups, such as the Maleny Women's Progress 
Association, held dances and other events to raise revenue."*® The modest fundraising efforts 
over five years were undoubtedly affected by the impact of the Depression. A committee 
meeting in September 1932 discussed the lack of RACQ branch donations. Caboolture's 
representative stated half of the branch's fifty members were 'unfinancial' and 'up against it'. 
Cited in Tutt, Sunshine Coast heritage, p. 76. 
'** Nambour Chronicle, 6 July 1928, p. 8. 
'*^  Nambour Chronicle, 6 July 1928, p. 8; June 14 1929, p. 4. 
Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond, pp. 21 -22. 
Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, p. 53. 
'*® Nambour Chronicle, June 14, 1929, p. 4. 
"^  Nambour Chronicle, 6 October 1933, p. 1. 
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with the Maroochy representative echoing similar sentiments.'*'' Similarly, local councils' 
financial standing was also adversely affected. A deputation from the committee to Caboolture 
Shire in April 1932 was informed work on the road, 'was held in abeyance owing to lack of 
funds', with some councillors hostile to diverting funds from ratepayers towards tourists.'*® 
Of the money that was raised, Caboolture Shire received the majority of funds. 
The Caboolture-Beerburrum section of the route required the most work to be trafficable and 
was the key obstruction to an adequate through road. The road passed through a natural 
landscape of ti-tree stands, wallum swampland and numerous watercourses. In wet 
conditions the route posed considerable challenges to motorists who "... entered with fear of 
having to be pulled out or... spend all night in a cheerless locality'.'*® 
Despite the endeavours by the committee and local councils towards construction, ongoing 
financial constraints and the piecemeal nature of constructing a through road suggests it was 
inevitable that lobbying the state government for assistance was required if the North Coast 
Road was to become a truly all-weather road. 
'A good case': lobbying the State and competition with the Northern [Highway 
In June 1932 the Labor Party, led by William Forgan Smith, won the Queensland elections, a 
catalyst for invigorating state investment on large-scale infrastructure works.®® Forgan 
Smith's government saw expenditure on public works as a means of temporarily alleviating 
unemployment problems and an aid to the long term development of Queensland's 
economy. An advisory body, the Bureau of Industry headed by Henry Bruce, Minister for 
Works, was established to facilitate this program. Responsibility for Main Roads was 
transferred from the Department of Transport to Public Works, finally freeing the commission 
from the overriding influence of the railway.®* 
In August 1932, the Landsborough Shire Council recommended the committee take their 
funding requests to Bruce, 'confident that some good would result from a deputation'.®^ The 
issue was discussed a month later at a committee meeting of 'renewed enthusiasm', with 
chairman Grigor contending 'they must show the government they were genuine in the work 
'*^  Nambour Chronicle, 23 September, 1932, p. 4. 
'*® Nambour Chronicle, 22 April 1932, p. 3. 
'*® Nambour Chronicle, 14 December 1934, p. 2. 
Joanne Scott, Ross Laurie, Bronwyn Stevens and Patrick Weller, The engine room of government: 
the Queensland Premier's Department 1859-2001, St Lucia, University of Queensland Press 2001 
pp. 257-58. 
Scott et al, The engine room of government, p. 99; Steve Mullins and Betty Cosgrove, 'Inscription of 
historical seascapes: aesthetics , politics, and the construction of the Capricorn Coast's Scenic 
Highway', Queensland Review, vol. 11, no. 2, December 2004, p. 69. 
®^  Nambour Chronicle, 19 August 1932, p. 4. 
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of improving the through road, and then the committee could go to the government with a 
good case'.®® 
In addition to the railway, state funding for the Great North Coast Road faced strong 
competition from another route under development, the Brisbane-Gympie 'Northern 
Highway'. Extending northwest from Petrie, the route passed through challenging terrain 
over Mount Mee towards Woodford, before entering the Mary Valley via the Blackall Range. 
Built to serve rural settlers who did not have adequate access to the North Coast rail line, the 
route was first proposed in 1926 as a joint state-federal project, before being shelved.®'* In 
1930, parts of the route were declared as the Northern 'State Highway', with construction 
slowly proceeding from Petrie.®® In February 1933 Kemp announced the complete gazettal of 
the highway to Gympie, and the intention of continuing construction 'as opportunity offers' 
beyond Mt Mee, and through the North Coast. As well as its developmental benefits for 
settlers, the road's 'exceptional advantages to tourists' were also noted. In the same 
statement Kemp identified the North Coast 'direct road' as a local concern, 'improved by 
Shire Councils, and by moneys [sic] privately subscribed'.®® At a time when lobbying efforts 
were being directed towards the state, the renewed focus on constructing the Northern 
Highway and highlighting of its tourist potential increased the pressure on the GNCRC to 
present a compelling case for government funding. 
Representations by the GNCRC to the state government gained a sympathetic ear during 
1933, with Bruce and Kemp agreeing to visit the North Coast in October to hear the case for 
the funding of the road. The GNCRC and local councils hosted Bruce and Kemp and their 
wives on a tour of the district, escorting the visitors to seaside resorts between Caloundra 
and Noosa and to higher altitude attractions at Buderim and the Blackall Range. 
At a Landsborough function, GNCRC secretary Layt presented the case for funding, 
reminding Bruce of his recent statement, 'we need main roads and more main roads'. The 
funding of a connecting main road was justified by the potential for increased tourism on the 
North Coast, a district containing 'the most valuable of the State's tourist assets in Southern 
Queensland'. Layt highlighted the substantial growth that had emerged on the South Coast 
following road improvements, contending the North Coast deserved the same attention.®'' By 
®® Nambour Chronicle, 15 September 1932, p. 4. 
®'*The 1926 Federal Aid Roads Act provided funding towards constructing a national road network. 
While earlier federal conditions of roads avoiding railways had been removed, decisions on suitable 
routes remained at the state's discretion. At this time, the dominance of the railway remained firmly 
entrenched. The Commissioner for Railways, Davison, maintained the power of veto on Main Roads 
projects and shelved the road. Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond, pp. 34-37. 
Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, p. 61. 
®® Nambour Chronicle, 10 February 1933, p. 7. 
®^  Nambour Chronicle, 20 October 1933, p. 2. 
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this time, the thousands of motorists who were using the Pacific Highway travelled on a 
bitumen road and were no longer reliant on ferry crossings, following the bridging of the 
Coomera and Logan Rivers.®® 
In relation to the railway and the Northern Highway, the key competitors for funding, Layt 
argued both arteries would benefit from the construction of the road. The Northern Highway 
was 'not a rival', as the coast road could 'considerably enhance the Brisbane-Gympie 
highway, in that it would provide a round trip for tourists'. The direct access road to the coast 
was, 'twenty miles shorter than the Mt Mee route ... an important fact to all but the tourist of 
leisure'. The road's construction 'would increase traffic on the railways, because the motorist 
would tell his friends, who do not own a car... of the wonderful attractions', while regulations 
prohibiting heavy traffic would negate competition for goods traffic. Layt then outlined the 
work and accompanying costs required in each shire. In reply Bruce stated, 'You have 
undoubtedly wonderful country and I am remarkably impressed with it', and offered in-
principle support to fund the road.®® 
'Easily trafficable by motorists': construction of the Bruce Highway 
The effect of the successful lobbying activities was immediate. In the week after his visit, 
Bruce issued a statement on the 'Great Northern Road', announcing 'the intention of Main 
Roads to clear, form, drain, and gravel certain sections ... so that they will be easily 
trafficable by motorists'.®® In January 1934 Main Roads advised the Landsborough Shire 
Council that the route had been declared a 'tourist road', relieving local shires of construction 
costs, with ten percent of ongoing maintenance being their only financial responsibility.®* 
The route which had been developed to varying degrees by the GNCRC, shire councils and 
Main Roads, was largely adhered to when the commission took control of the project. After 
conducting surveys. Main Roads provided plans of the proposed Landsborough-Caboolture 
section to Landsborough Council for adoption. A meeting in February convened for this 
purpose saw objections from a number of councillors and ratepayers, who felt the easterly 
orientation parallel to the rail line disadvantaged settlers and townships, advocated for the 
old Gympie Road as their preferred option. This push was unsuccessful, with the majority of 
councillors unwilling to impede the progress of the road, especially after £1300 had already 
spent on the route.®^ 
®® Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 104. 
®® Nambour Chronicle, 20 October 1933, p. 2. 
®° Nambour Chronicle, 27 October 1933, p. 6. 
®* Landsborough Shire Council, Minutes of monthly meeting, 15 January 1934. 
®^  Nambour Chronicle, 9 February 1934, p. 1. 
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Intermittent relief work played an important role in providing labour for the project. The 
manual labour requirements of roadworks made them an effective way of addressing 
unemployment and Main Roads projects offered ample scope to provide short term work.®® 
Bruce stated his intention to use 'day labour' for roadworks between Landsborough and 
Caboolture in April 1934 and around 60 men were employed on the road by December.®"* 
Prior to state government involvement, local shires also employed relief workers on sections 
of the route.®® Relief labour was also used in the construction of bridges. Bridges were 
crucial in enabling an all-weather road, with ten bridges required between Caboolture and 
Landsborough.®® Timber trestle designs were the dominant Main Roads' bridge form prior to 
WWII and were used extensively on the route.®'' Bridge works were outsourced to local 
contractors whose requirements included the use of local labour and specific hardwood 
timbers for construction.®® 
By August 1934 work on the road appeared to be fulfilling Bruce's earlier promise of having 
the road completed by Christmas. In September, the GNCRC voted unanimously to rename 
the road the 'Bruce Highway', in honour of the Minister's role in facilitating the project, with 
the title approved by the Governor in November. On 15 December the Highway was officially 
opened with a picnic on the road reserve near the Glasshouse Mountains.®® After nearly two 
decades of agitation, a Great North Coast road was ready to deliver motorists for the 
summer holidays. 
The highway's positive impact on the North Coast tourist industry was noted shortly after its 
opening, with the Main Roads Annual Report of 1937 commenting on the 'remarkable' 
progress of North Coast resorts that had occurred since construction.''® The Bruce Highway 
Committee (formerly the GNCRC) disbanded in 1941 with the view that 'the committee had 
now achieved its objective'.^* By 1942, the highway was fully sealed between Rothwell and 
Eumundi and was extending far beyond its original limits.''^ 
®® Diamond, From bulldust to beefroads and beyond, pp. 43-44. 
®'* Courier-Mail, 27 April 1934, p. 14; Nambour Chronicle 14 December p. 2. 
®® Tutt, Sunshine Coast Heritage, p. 75. 
®® Queensland State Archives Item ID820240, Job file - road and bridge works. 
®'^  Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, p. 70. 
®® Queensland State Archives Item ID820240, Job file - road and bridge works. 
®^  Landsborough Shire Council, Minutes of monthly meeting, 20 August 1934; Tutt, Sunshine Coast 
heritage, p. 76; Nambour Chronicle, 26 October 1934, p. 2. 
^° Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1937, p. 10. 
Tutt, Sunshine Coast heritage, p. 76. 
^^ Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1942, p. 3. 
When opening the new section of the Pacific Highway between Currumbin to Coolangatta in 
December 1933, Kemp 'visualised the time when tourists from all over the world would be able to 
travel by road in comfort from Coolangatta to Cooktown', Courier Mail, 28 December 1933, p. 10. 
While pressure was exerted for the construction of the through route connecting northern and 
southern Queensland, it was resisted on the grounds that the railway serviced the needs of land 
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Figure 1: Car travelling through Forest Glen on newly opened Bruce Highway, January, 
1935, John OxIey Library, Image no: 189032. 
The Cultural Heritage of the 'Great North Coast Road' 
The cultural heritage significance of roads, and the elements that emerge alongside them, 
are determined by a road's purpose. Along the original route of the Bruce Highway are 
landscape features that inform our understanding of early travel and tourism on the highway, 
demonstrating the changing ways motor tourists have been attracted and catered for since 
the 1930s. Both public and private enterprise contributed to the development of the roadside 
landscape. Such places offer insights into how travellers' needs were met between 
destinations, what attractions were available along the roadside and the place-based 
experiences of travellers' journeys through the landscape.'''^ 
Government roadside amenities: rest areas and tree plantings 
The increased affordability of cars and extended paid holidays were catalysts for the growth 
of motor tourism during the 1950s. By the end of the decade, Australia was second only to 
the United States in terms of car ownership per head of population. In Queensland, car 
tourists and business travellers, and funds were better spent on development projects throughout the 
state. Gradually however, the Bruce Highway extended further north towards Gympie and beyond in 
the late 1930s. 
During World War II the resources of the Main Roads Commission were concentrated on defence 
projects through the operations of the Allied Works Council. While Queensland gained over 3000km 
of defence related roads during this period, Including sections that became the Bruce Highway, work 
on the whole route was delayed. For the first few years after the end of the war In 1945, Main Roads 
resources were scare and It wasn't until the 1950s that a more concerted effort on the highway could 
be undertaken. The highway developed Incrementally and by 1962 was bitumen sealed between 
Brisbane and Cairns. 
'® Maxwell Lay, 'The cultural heritage significance of roads'. Road and Transport Research, vol. 15, 
no. 3, September, 2006, p. 67. 
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ownership rose from nearly 100,000 to over 240,000 between 1950 and 1960. '^* During this 
period, the provision of roadside rest areas became an increasingly important aspect of Main 
Roads' operations. Rest areas essentially continued the role fulfilled by camping and water 
resen/es, set aside at appropriate distances along travel routes. In the late 1930s Main Roads 
began providing simple facilities like shelters, and fireplaces, in enclosed and tree planted 
areas on tourist roads. The 'off-road area' at Burpengary, gained a special mention in the 
Annual Report oi 1948, reaching its weekend carrying capacity by 1954.''® Initially provided for 
daytime use, rest areas were increasingly used for overnight camping and by 1955 their 
'extreme' popularity, especially with interstate and long-distance travellers, was noted.''® 
Rest areas were developed along the highway, on creek and river banks and where fine 
views could be obtained.^^ An area on Paynter's Creek near Woombye had been 
established by 1951 and adjoining a remnant stand of coastal rainforest at the Caloundra 
intersection, Jowarra Park rest area was established in 1960. The neo-rustic features of 
Jowarra Park included an entrance of carved upright timber logs and a shelter built with 
coursed rubble stone walls. In 1963, the site at Glasshouse surrounding the 1934 opening 
cairn became the Matthew Flinders Park, 'an amenity for road travellers at a place of great 
historical interest to Queensland'.''® For travellers on the current Bruce Highway, rest areas 
are now provided by service station food courts transplanted straight out of suburban 
shopping centres, or seasonal 'driver reviver' stalls, provided to break up long-haul journeys. 
Figure 2: Jowarra Road Rest 
Area, c1960, Main Roads 
Department. Image: 011633. 
.^•r<&^ 
'''* Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 146 and pp. 164-65; Jim Davidson and Peter Spearritt, 
Holiday business: tourism in Australia since 1870, Carlton, The Miegunyah Press at Melbourne 
University Press, 2000, p. 169. 
®^ Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, pp. 144-45; Main Roads Commission, 
Annual Report 1954, p. 6. 
'^® Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1953, p. 5 and p. 15; Main Roads Commission, Annual 
Report 1955, p. 10. 
Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1955, p. 10. 
'North Coast Roadside Rest Areas', Queenslan 
Agency, Queensland Government, QHR 602698. 
®^ 'North Coast Roadside Rest Areas', Queensland Heritage Register entry. Environmental Protection 
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The provision of rest areas was closely connected to extensive tree planting operations 
undertaken on the Bruce Highway. On a highway bookended by memorial avenues at 
Eumundi and Rothwell, roadside beautification projects were a feature of the route from its 
beginning. Henry Bruce and his wife planted trees at the 1934 opening and in 1936 
Landsborough Council voted to plant grass and trees at the Maleny junction.^ ® 
Commissioner Kemp was a keen advocate of roadside plantings and a highway tree planting 
depot had been established near Caboolture by 1948.®° While comprising a miniscule 
proportion of overall expenditure such projects were examples of Main Roads moving 
beyond pure road building objectives, to enhancing journeys for travellers.®* 
'A fair amount of roadside trade': privately developed facilities 
In Queensland towns and districts passed by motorists en route to resorts, people soon 
became alert to the potential of providing roadside services to tourists.®^ Economic activity 
on the Bruce Highway (and other motoring roads) departed from the older pattern of 
businesses clustering around road and rail stopping points. Roadside operators responded 
to the flexibility of car travel by creating stopping points. Commercial facilities developed 
along the length of the highway, between towns and on their outskirts, reliant on passing 
tourists to generate business. In addition to delivering tourists, the highway created a new 
component of the North Coast tourist economy, based on roadside trade. 
. -V-iWaT^/^ 
Figure 3: Panorama Service Station, Nambour, 1956, Picture Sunshine Coast, 
Reference no: M671126. 
®^ Nambour Chronicle, 1 May 1936, p. 8. 
®° Nissen, Contextual history of roads & bridges in Queensland, pp. 152-53. 
®* Spending on tree plantings and 'off the road' facilities was less than one percent of all expenditure 
up to 1952. Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1952, p. 11. 
® Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 76. 
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Of all roadside services established along the highway, nothing was more essential to 
motorists than the provision of fuel. Initially, petrol bowsers at mechanics' garages and 
stores in North Coast townships fulfilled this role. As the highway developed, fuel outlets 
appeared on the outskirts of towns and at important junctions, some combining petrol with 
attractions designed to entice tourists off the road. Besides selling petrol, Daisy Johnston's 
'Rustic Cabin', on the Caloundra turn-off, operated as a 'tea shoppe', and another 'mixed 
business' log cabin near Beerburrum was built by 1937, also owned and operated by 
women.®® Just south of Nambour, a roadside area known in 1951 as 'Lamington Lookout' 
was by 1956 the Shell Panorama Service Station, an up-to-date building featuring a 'Service 
Lounge' that offered an 'enchanting vista of farmlands, backed by the majestic Blackall 
Range'. By the 1960s an extra storey, more bowsers and a garage capped by a viewing 
balcony were added to the 'Panorama Roadhouse' to cater for more tourists.®'* Since given 
over to a more mundane functionality, today only a table obscured by a generic modern 
service station indicates the site's earlier role as a roadside attraction. 
Robert Longhurst has noted how interwar road improvements on the South Coast saw hotels 
turn their attention towards catering for motorists, and the Bruce Highway's construction led 
to similar North Coast examples.®® The Beerwah Hotel was erected in 1937 and was the first 
substantial building on the highway. The hotel's location east of the town, announced the 
shifting of economic priorities in the landscape, in response to an emerging major artery. The 
building was the third local hotel to be owned by local pioneer John Simpson and his 
descendants. The Simpsons moved from the Gympie road to build a hotel in Beerwah after 
the railway arrived, later selling this building for removal when the new hotel was built. 
Designed by architect Archie Longland, the hotel's light rendering, small pnvate balconies 
and extensive use of tiles projected a relaxed yet dignified character, reflecting the tastes of 
its target market of middle class holiday motorists.*^ 
®® Nambour Chronicle, 22 October 1937, p. 2; Tutt, Sunshine Coast heritage, p. 128, gives circa 1936 
as the time of construction, while a Picture Queensland photo description (Picture Queensland, no. 
P89414) dates the building to 1923. Tutt also notes the cabin was relocated from Its original nearby 
position by Main Roads when the highway was realigned in the 1960s. 
'* Penrod's Guide to North Coast Shore and Mountain Resorts, Brisbane, Penrod Guide Book 
Company, 1951, p. 57; Penrod's Guide to Queensland's Near North Coast Shore and Mountain 
Resorts, Brisbane, Penrod Guide Book Company, 1955, p. 45; 'Panorama Service Station, 1956', 
Picture Sunshine Coast, no. M671126; 'Panorama Roadhouse, Bruce Highway, Nambour, 1966', 
Picture Sunshine Coast, no. M670802; 'Panorama Roadhouse, Bruce Highway, Nambour, 1978', 
Picture Sunshine Coast, no. 734501. From the 1950s, single brand service stations such as the 
Panorama, with standard design features such as cantllevered roofs, concrete bowser thoroughfares 
and prominent displays of company logos, were an increasing presence along the highway. While the 
Panorama no longer exists, earlier stations survive at Beerburrum and Beenwah. 
®® Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 76. 
®® Town Planning Strategies Pty Ltd, Caloundra City Council cultural landscape study, vol. 2, 'Sites 
Register', Caloundra City Council, 1995, pp. 14-15; Nambour Chronicle, 24 December 1936, p. 4; 
'Beenwah Hotel, 1920', Picture Sunshine Coast, no. P87296. 
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Figure 4: Club Hotel, Nambour, 1940s, Picture Sunshine Coast, Image no: M774427. 
Owned by Castlemaine Perkins and designed by Brisbane firm Addison and MacDonald, 
Nambour's Club Hotel opened in 1939, replacing an earlier building destroyed by fire the 
previous year. Wrapped around a prominent corner position, the Club's bold streamlined 
exterior, a then popular hotel form, symbolised the North Coast's burgeoning motor age. The 
hotel's internal arrangements reflected the emphasis on catering to the needs of the affluent 
motor tourist, rather than the local population. Extra private lounges and up-to-date fittings 
were provided for guests 'prepared to meet the tariff figures'.®'' The Club and Beerwah Hotels 
were among the most sophisticated North Coast accommodation options prior to World War II, 
harbingers of the building boom that later occurred along the coastal tourist strip. 
The increasing road presence of caravanners in the 1950s led to the establishment of the 
highway's first caravan parks. Appearing on Queensland roads in greater numbers from the 
1930s, caravans allowed motor tourists the freedom of being 'on the road', without sacrificing 
comfort. As a 'home away from home', fitted with modern conveniences, caravans were 
markedly different from the simplicity of a canvas tent and were an alternative to highly 
variable guesthouses and hotels.®® 
The improvements to coastal roads north and south of Brisbane made caravanning a more 
viable proposition and by 1937, caravans were noted at North Coast camping grounds. In 
1939, Maroochy Council responded to a RACQ request by providing a short-lived holiday 
season 'auto camp', just off the highway in Nambour.®® A decade later the RACQ was urging 
local authorities on North Coast tourist routes to provide 'well equipped camps ... to prepare 
®^  Nambour Chronicle, 10 March 1939, p. 8. 
®® Davidson and Spearritt, Holiday business, pp. 176-77. 
®® Nambour Chronicle, 31 December 1937, p. 6; 26 May 1939, p. 1; 10 April 1941, p. 9. 
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for the boom'.®® The Nambour Chronicle commented on the lack of caravan parks in 1952, 
noting 'several rest areas throughout the North Coast have gone a long way as substitutes 
... and are well patronised'.®* 
By 1953, there were 2,320 registered caravans in Queensland and increasing numbers of 
southern caravanners were venturing north.®^ Around this time, relatively few Queensland 
sites offered the infrastructure desired by caravanners, who looked to America and Britain 
for the latest park developments.®® Such places were marked by a more formal arrangement 
of space than camping grounds, characterised by grid or circular layouts and landscaped 
grounds. Caravanning advocates sought to impose the order and amenity of suburbia on 
camping sites, to accommodate their homes on wheels. Elements regarded as measures of 
progress included a brick amenities block, electricity, levelled concrete slabs, hot showers 
and an eye catching entrance.®'* 
The Forest Glen Bamboo All-Electric Caravan Park was probably the first park on the 
highway, opened by AH Shorthouse in 1954. As the name suggests, the park prided itself on 
its up-to-date credentials, featuring modern conveniences such as hot showers and a 
laundry. Developed at a cost of £6,000, the 15 acre park was highly rated by the 1961 
Australian Caravan and Touring Manual.^^ The Nambour Caravan Park opened in 1955 with 
the special feature of self-contained cabins for motorists without vans. By the late 1970s, 
numerous parks had been established between Caboolture and Eumundi, attracting both 
tourists and longer term residents.®® 
Agriculture has long played a key economic role in the North Coast region and the particular 
prominence of fruit growing strongly influenced the development of the tourist roadside 
landscape.®'' Although the natural features of the district were the key drawcard for early 
visitors, the agricultural activities of 'the fruit garden of Queensland' were an attraction in 
their own right, with farms and orchards featuring in Tourist Bureau promotional material.®® 
°^ Nambour Chronicle, 15 July 1949, p. 5. 
*^ Nambour Chronicle, 4 April 1952, p. 4. 
^^  Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1953, p. 5. 
®^ Longhurst, The road well travelled, p. 147. 
'^* John Porter, How to build caravans, 1948-49 ed., Melbourne, National Press, pp. 13-15 and pp. 21-
25; Keith Winser, 1961 Australian caravan and touring manual, Melbourne, Monthly Motor Manual, 
pp. 19-21. 
Nambour Chronicle, 5 November 1954, p. 6; Winser, 1961 Australian caravan and touring manual, 
pp. 19-21. 
' Nambour Caravan Park 1955', Picture Sunshine Coast, no. M734365; Royal Automobile Club of 
Queensland, Queensland Accommodation and Caravanning Directory, 6*^  ed., Brisbane, RACQ, 
1978, p. 194. 
97 
Jan Seto, Contested terrains: investigating Queensland's cultural landscapes, reports of the case 
studies, Brisbane, Queensland University of Technology, Cultural Landscape Research Unit, 2001, p. 79. 
®^ Queensland Government Tourist and Intelligence Bureau, By mountain and sea: the near North 
Coast, Brisbane, Queensland Government, 1940, p. 7. 
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After the Bruce Highway opened, local farmers along the route began providing roadside 
outlets for their produce. In 1939, when a new Woombye-Nambour deviation was 
constructed, a local producer whose property was dissected by the new route moved his 
house to continue 'a fair amount of roadside trade in fruit and other commodities'.®® The 
Penrod's Guide of 1951 alerted motorists to landscape features such as citrus orchards, 
pineapple farms, cane fields, banana plantations and stalls selling ti-tree honey.*°° Perched 
as close to the road as possible, stalls ranged from simple tin and timber structures with 
honesty boxes, to larger operations equipped with petrol bowsers, cafes, and opportunities 
to 'pick your own' fruit. 
Figure 5: Sunshine Plantation, Woombye, 1971, Picture Sunshine Coast, 
Reference no: Ml98365. 
The 'meta-stair of the highway was the Sunshine Plantation, featuring one of Australia's 
most iconic roadside structures, the Big Pineapple. By the 1920s 'big things' erected by food 
stall operators along Californian highways were competing to capture the attention of 
motorists. In Australia, roadside big things were appearing by the early 1960s, with early 
examples including the Big Banana at Coffs Harbour (1964) and the Big Stubby at Tewantin 
(1966). Usually built of fibreglass and steel, such places generally featured something 
closely associated with a town or district.*®* Bill and Lyn Taylor's development of a Woombye 
99 Nambour Chronicle, 17 February 1939, p. 2. 
*°° Penrod's guide to North Coast shore and mountain resorts, pp. 45-57. 
*°* Environmental Protection Agency, 'The Big Pineapple', Queensland Heritage Register entry. 
Queensland Government, QHR 602694. 
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pineapple farm into the Sunshine Plantation was considered a new development in 
Queensland agritourism when it opened in 1971. An authentic working farm, the site 
showcased over 40 vaneties of fruits, nuts, spices and sugar cane. In its first decade the 
Sunshine Plantation's popularity grew rapidly, with over one million annual visitors by 
1980.*°^ 
The arrival of the Big Pineapple heralded the emergence of an increasingly artificial 
landscape of tourist attractions along the Bruce Highway. While many were grounded in the 
agricultural heritage of the district, roadside operators increasingly relied on exaggerated 
visual identifiers and novel experiences to lure motorists off the highway. The Big Cow 
opened near Yandina in 1976 as a dairying showcase, while the Superbee at Tanawha did 
the same for local honey producers. The Forest Glen Sanctuary opened in 1982 offering a 
'safari drive', where tourists fed deer from their car. By the 1980s waterslides, mazes, 
rainbows and windmills were among the features jostling for attention along the roadside. 
End of the road 
Between 1957 and 1990 an incremental realignment of the Bruce Highway between 
Brisbane and Eumundi occurred, in response to a 'spectacular' increase in northbound 
traffic. By 1975 a new Burpengary-Beerburrum section was completed and Beerwah, 
Glasshouse Mountains and Eumundi were all bypassed.*®® By 1985 a more easterly dual 
carriageway between Beerburrum and the Caloundra junction was completed. Construction 
extended northward, eventually by-passing Nambour and Yandina. The original Beerburrum-
Caloundra and Tanawha-Forest Glen sections returned to their original designations of 
'tourist roads'. Many roadside attractions on the old Bruce Highway have since declined in 
the face of diminishing traffic. 
This paper has explored the contexts that informed the early development of the Bruce 
Highway. North Coast agitation for improved road links to Brisbane occurred from the 1910s. 
This push continued into the 1920s, as motoring activities became more closely aligned with 
the local tourist economy and Main Roads began improving resort links. The case for 
government funding was challenged by the dominance of the railway and the emphasis 
given to serving agricultural settlers on Main Roads projects like the Northern Highway. The 
Great North Coast Road Committee played a central role in making the road a reality, 
successfully lobbying for state assistance by focussing on the road's potential to deliver 
motor tourists to the North Coast. 
;°^ ibid. 
*°® Queensland Roads, vol. 9, no. 17, June, 1970, Main Roads Commission, pp. 31-33; Main Roads 
Commission, Annual Report 1973, p. 28; Main Roads Commission, Annual Report 1975, p. 16. 
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In the decades after the highway's construction, public and private enterprises contributed to 
the development of the roadside landscape. Main Roads' provision of rest areas and tree 
planting operations demonstrated the intent of enhancing journeys for travellers. Responding 
to the flexibility of car travel, numerous commercial tourist facilities were established along 
the length of the route, creating a significant component of the local tourist economy. 
Between Rothwell and Eumundi, sections of the old Bruce Highway retain roadside features 
that demonstrate the changing ways motor tourists were attracted and catered for, during the 
twentieth century. 
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